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To evolve from being a yoga instructor to becoming a yoga teacher one 
must also include the part about how we notice our thoughts and 
emotions as we move our bodies. Yoga is not just about doing, its about 
experiencing.  
Self practice and self study (svadyaya= the fifth nyama) is the most 
important tool you have. Every time you are teaching a class you are 
progressing a little more. This progress is a never ending a beautiful 
journey and the beauty of it is: you will always be a student too. 
Whenever you are on the mat and guide students through a class 
remember that you are also learning at this moment. Staying humble as a 
teacher is codex i can only recommend to follow. 
In this workshop i am trying to give you what I know and what I 
experienced during my time of teaching and self practice. This is only my 
side of knowledge and what works for me best. That doesn’t mean that 
you have to agree with me. There are different ways and opinions. 
 
 
The first step for you as a yoga teacher is learning what to say to get 
students safely into and out of the poses. But as a practitioner of yoga 
you know that its power lies in the elements beyond the poses, the sense 
of connection, awareness and union that comes from the complete 
practice. Yes, cueing in and out of a pose is very important and giving 
verbal adjustments too. But maybe you will find a way to do both: Giving 
your class, your sequence a deeper meaning, without limiting the ques? 
But let us  start from the beginning: 
 
 
 
What makes a good yoga class? Ask yourself: whenever you were 
walking out of a Studio and you had this amazing class that makes 
your heart smile and your soul shine, what was it that made that 
class so special? 
Probably the most common answers will be “I was obsessed with the 
sequence”, “I loved the teachers Energy” , “the music was amazing” , “I 
resonated with the class theme”, “I had a wonderful shavasana” 
 
But how to create such a WOW class?  
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Preparing your Flow 
 

• Prepare your class – practice, practice, practice! The best way to 
create a flow is still: get on your mat and move and write down 
your flow and start again. 

• Get to know your body. Know how the body works, the joints and 
the directions of movements your body is able to do helps you to 
understand how to structure your class. This is more for the 
anatomical Aspect to prepare the class. Although: the more you 
know about the Human Body and how it works, the better.  
 

 
 
 

What kind of flow should I teach? 
 
Slow flow, vinyasa class, hatha flow, Ladder-flow, Peak-posture flow, 
Mandala Flow… There are so many ways to teach a yoga class, but the 
main structure stays the same.  

• The class has to include a warm up, a Main part ( surya namaskar 
variations)  and a cool down. You can look at The Surya Namaskars 
as are the main part of a class are like the skeleton of a yoga class. 
You can build around the Suryas and let your creativity run wild! 

• Here again: the more you self practice, the more you will figure out 
what kind of style you like to teach. And then stick with that style 
for a while to get a good routine in teaching it before you are 
exploring too many styles to teach.  

• Don’t think too much, you cannot create new Yoga poses and you 
don’t want to put too much on your student with too complex flows. 
Introducing for example one or two special moves into your flow in 
the warm up is helping the Students to understand the movement 
better, so when it comes up in the flow the muscle memory can 
recall it easier.  

• Having a nice and clean basic yoga class doesn’t mean it is boring. 
Not at all. Don’t be afraid to teach just a simple flow. 
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What to consider when we prepare a yogaclass 
 
A Sequence depends on: 
 

• Daytime – choose the right poses and music. Start gentle in the 
morning when the body is stiff from the night and needs additional 
attention in warming up. Backbends & sidebends are perfect to 
energize the body. Forward folds and twists are perfect to wind 
down.  

• Level of Students – use blocks and offer different variations in the 
pose 

• Energy – feel the energy of the students maybe you have to adapt 
your class. 

• Different Teaching curves – teaching a Ladder-flow, a Peakposture 
flow or maybe a very basic flow.  

• Music – no matter if you choose music or not make sure it is the 
right kind of music for your class. Of course, you dont have to teach 
with music. No music can be very soothing as well.  

• Theming – choose a Theme for your class helps you to let the 
student connect with the poses in another way. 
 
 

 
 
Before teaching your class 
 
• be the first in the yoga studio 
• Prepare yourself for your class (practice your flow and ideally before 

the class starts warming up before class) Thoughtful planning 
creates confident and your confidence makes students feel safe. 

• put yourself in the right mindset that means if you don’t feel in the 
right spot to teach, take your Extra time; meditate or practice some 
suryas to help yourself to come into here and now.  
The students are going to feel your Energy straight away so make 
sure you are ready Take care for some Atmosphere, lite some 
candles or incense sticks. 

• put some music on to welcome the students 
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Theming- theming makes your class 
 
Theming is one of the primary differences between a yoga class and a 
fitness class. In a fitness class, students come to move. In yoga class 
students are coming to move body and mind. Having a Theme for your 
class not only gives you the possibility to teach the same asanas with a 
different meaning it gives also your students the opportunity to focus on 
different aspects in the asanas.  
Here are a few ideas for theming your class:  
 

• Write down how you want your students to feel at the end of your 
class. This could be centered, balanced, happy, connected, ready 
for the day/ night 

• The basic of Yoga Philosophy – very classic: introducing one of 
the yamas und nyamas 
For example Satya= Truthfulness: a pretty basic concept. Using the 
sentence like “Finding your truth, living your truth”. Satya is a 
helpful reminder that the modern world is a complicated place and 
we have to do our best to act out of love and honesty” 
Poses that works for Satya: Heart opening pose like camel, bow, full 
wheel or any pose that is challenging. Reminding the students to be 
truthful during the yoga practice (do I want to practice the full 
variation of this asana today, do I feel that my body is want to 
practice that pose or is it my Ego that pushes me “Go for it”) 

• Inviting The 4 Seasons into your classroom- For example: Winter 
represents the shift from darkness into light, it is the time for 
resting and nesting. Forward Folds and a longer Meditation are 
perfect for a class in Winter.  

• Detox your Body in spring and Autumn with Twists and Kryas  
Summer cooling down Asanas (as Treepose and low lounge) and 
cool down Pranayama Techniques (like Sitali breath) .  

• Tell your students something about the mythology about a Yoga 
Asanas. Doing researches about the Mytholodgy, tell a whole story 
throughout the class. Every Pose has its own background story. 
(and here again, self study in Yogastutras helps you to give your 
class a deeper approach) 

• Chakra Flow – teaching a Series for the chakras split up in 7 
classes. Do some researches what asana resonates with each 
chakra, adding a chakra meditation after every class. 

• Ayurveda, introducing the Doshas: Vata- air element- teaching 
a creative flow, Pitta- fire element- teaching a strong flow, Kapha- 
earth element - grounding flow. 

• Fascia lines- if you are more into Yin Yoga why not including the 
Fascia lines into your class? Tell your students more about what the 
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Fascia is and where the main fascia lines are running through the 
body 

• Quotes – read a Quote in the Beginning of your class to set this as 
an Intention for your class.  

• Drishti- creating a flow where you including the Gaze and play 
around with Balance. You can also create a class where you have 
the Focus point towards an unusual direction. For example: let the 
student look back towards the leg that is up in the air in halfmoon 
instead having the gaze up towards the Palm. 

• Using all corners of the mat- change direction and perspective 
by changing the front and the backside of the mat. Creating a 
Mandala Flow is not only a fun class it also challenges the 
coordination of the teacher and the student. 

• Repetition – practicing the same flow through the whole class. 
Using the first Round to explain and to cue more. Second Round 
you are only cueing one alignment and let the student be more in 
silent. Last Round maybe only one breath one movement. 
Don’t be afraid: Repetition doesn’t mean it is boring.  

• Teaching the same sequence more than one time.  
We all do love a good Routine.  
Finding the balance between consistency and variation is a very 
important tool for teaching. So, teaching the same flow allows the 
student to explore and connect with the asana deeper.  
However, having a Routine and practicing the same asanas can be 
very beneficial. But for progressing we need to switch between the 
sequences so we do not stagnate in our practice.  

 
 
 
 
Voice  
 
Words are very powerful. 
Projecting your voice, if you have something to say then speak loudly 
enough that your students can hear you. When you speak in a class 
speak to the person the farthest back 
In class: Allow silence. Most of the yoga teachers I know they struggle of 
not talking or finding the balance between talking but not too much. 
Own your words, whatever you say, say it with authority. Speak with 
certainty and you feel more certain 
Ask for Feedback: as a friend to attend a class and ask for constructive 
feedback.  
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Teaching Beginners 
 
When you teach it is not your time to practice, it is your time to teach so: 
The less you are on the Mat while teaching the better. You can Focus 
completely on your students and give them Adjustments. Of course, now 
of the current situation with online teaching it is very different then 
teaching a “normal” class in a Yoga studio.  
But speaking now of teaching in Person and when you teach only 
Beginners it can be challenging sometimes for you as a teacher and 
confusing for them when they don’t have someone to look at in Front of 
the Room.  
Sure, when there are only First timers in a class it is probably the best 
when you are demonstrating the Asanas in the first Round.  
Then choosing to teach a very basic& simple. After the first Round you 
can step out of the Mat and try only to teach verbally.  
You can train your students from the beginning, the less you are on the 
mat, the easier they turn the focus on themselves.  
No matter if the student is a beginner or advanced using props in your 
class let the student not only find a correct alignment 
it also allows a student to go deeper in to an asana. 
 
 
 
Transitions between the poses 
 
Think logically especially when you teach all level classes, what makes the 
most sense to come into this pose. Sometimes it is better to just stay for 
an additional breath in the transition to let the students come safely into 
the next pose. 
Sometimes it helps if you demonstrate the Transition and let the student 
watch first before the practicing it. 
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Helping Students into challenging poses 
 
Preparing for the pose is the most important. Knowing your student and 
observing the students during their practice and knowing where they at in 
their practice gives you the idea if the student is a beginner or advanced 
practitioner. Giving everyone their own challenges and variations makes a 
good teacher and a good sequence for them.  
For a Beginner it is more essentially to build up strength, flexibility and 
muscle memory for a challenging peak posture. Let them be in the first 
variation of a Pose and remind them that it is ok to stay there. They 
should work there until they progress enough to go into the full 
expression of the asana.  
It is also a nice way to do a Partner workshop at the end of your class 
before cooling down. Your Students can pair up and help each other into a 
headstand, handstand etc.. 
Most of the advanced students they have a very good body awareness so 
the know where their limits are.  
So, when you are cuing through your sequence it is helpful to say first the 
Asana Name so they already know what to do, and then start to cue it. 
Also, the same with challenging poses. You can challenge the advance 
students by offer them different Arm Variations like Binds or Arm 
positions in Arm balances. 
 
 
 
 
 
Sequencing with Asana categories  
 
Creating a Flow by asana categories or Families is also a nice way to 
incorporate the physical and the energetic body.    
Think about the following: 
most of the postures have its own prep poses. -> warm up your 
body to prepare your body to the standing poses, or to the peak 
postures. 
 
knowing what muscles are working in the poses helps to understand how 
to link the asanas and how to connect it with the energetic body. 
Here are just a few examples: 
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Closed Hip Asanas – saggital Plane – Extension & Flexion 
As Warrior 1, High Lounge , Warrior 3, Pyramid pose, revolved triangle, 
revolved Halfmoon, Hanumanasana… 
muscles strengthens: ilio psoas, hamstrings, quads, glutes 
muscles stretches: Hipflexor, lower belly in some poses. (we are talking 
only about the legs here, you can choose any arm variation you like) 
prep poses: Low Lounge, Anjeanasana, Half hanuman 
essential technique: letting the student feel what it means having the 
hips square or in line in a flow. Using the hands on the waist and to feel if 
the hips are square to bring awareness to the student body. Especially in 
a pose where the hips are square but the upper body in twist.  
Themes that are working with closed Hips poses: 

• “taking the leap of faith” for Hanumanasana pose 
• “waking up the spine” by playing with extension and flexion in the 

spine 
• “fly like an Eagle” exploring the balance pose Gharudhasana. 

 
 
 
Forward folds -  (standing, seated and supine) – sagittal plane – Flexion 
As Uttanasana, Paschimottanasana, Prasarita padottanasana… 
What happens in the body: flexion of the body, opens the whole 
backside of the body, from the sole of the feet to the top of the head 
Muscle stretches: Stretches the thighs, groins, psoas, and opens the 
shoulders and chest. 
Muscles strengthening: along the back of the torso, legs and outer hips 
must contract to control the descent. 
Prep poses: Toesquat; the Backfascialine starts at the sole of your feet, 
you open up the whole backside of your body with a toesquat. Childs pose 
with knees together. 
Essential techniques: protect your lower back, bend your knees, using 
blocks or a strap. 
Themes that are working with Forward folds: 

• “wind down” having a few forward folds in your sequence (or 
holding one forward fold longer) in the cooling down part helps the 
parasympathetic NS to kick in and go more Internal. 

• “vow to yourself” celebrate self love  
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Backbends - sagittal plane - Extension 
As Urdva Dhanurasana (Bow), Chakrasana (Wheelpose) , Dancerpose, 
Camelpose 
Extension of the body- opens the front of the body  
stretches: hip flexors and help open up the shoulders and chest, an area 
where lots of us hold tension. Also, the abdominal muscles get stretched.  
strengthens: They build strength and power in the legs, arms and 
back muscles. 
Prep pose: cat/ cow, Baby cobra, Puppy pose, Anjeanasana in a flow 
Essential techniques: 
In order to protect the lower back tuck pelvis under and engage the core 
and the pelvis floor, think more in lengthening the spine and create more 
space in your chest to open up in the upper back. Shoulderblades 
together to shift heart forward to prevent a disc herniation 
Themes that are working with backbends: 

• “Anahata chakra class” melt down your heart and get soft  
• “leaning back in to the unknown” making the student aware of the 

backside of the body 
 
 
 
 
Open Hip Asanas – Frontal plane - Abduction & Adduction 
As W2, Trikkonasana, Goddess, Firelog, Butterfly, Ardha Chandrasana, 
Skandasana 
what happens in the body: external rotation of the hip 
strengthens: lateral hip rotator, Quads, Glutes  
stretches: adductors, piriformis and psoas, QL in some asanas. 
prep poses: Childspose, side, Gate pose, kneeling Warrior 2 
Essential technique: think in spiral, the body is build up in spirals. Read 
here more about it.  
Themes that are working with open Hips Asanas: 

• “release your Emotions” hip opening flow releases stored emotions 
• “grounding Muladhara Chakra Flow”- all the Hip Opener poses 

addressing the 1st and the second chakra 
• “own your power” combine a strong W2 and Godess pose in a flow 

is letting the students feel powerful and present. 
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Shoulder opener- sagittal plane – in- and external rotation 
As Dancer pose, King pigeon, humble Warrior, Pyramid pose with sacred 
Prayer or any Binding postures 
stretches: chest muscles, belly,  
strengthens: Spinae Erectus, Trapezius 
Prep poses: interlace fingers behind, any flowy movements in a warm 
up, thread the needle in. 
Essential technique: don’t push too much, the shoulder joint is a very 
complex ball and socket joint  
Most of the people are very tight in the pectoralis minor, the main chest 
muscle. Using a Strap for an extension of the Arms helps for reaching 
coming in to binds easier 
Themes that are working with shoulder opener: 

• All the heart opener themes are working. 
• “stay humble” – dedicate a class to the humble warrior  
• “lets bind” – creating space in the shoulder through the flow to 

come easier in to a bind with your arms 
 
 
 
 
Inversions – sagittal plane 
Hand or Head balances 
requires: Shoulder, Neck and Arms strengthening, activity in legs and 
the core. 
Zipping up the whole middle line from the body to be upside down. 
Prep Poses: Wrist and Neck warm up. Be aware that all the muscles we 
need for Handstand poses are in the Forearm. Flashlight works best for 
warming up. Finger and Wrist mobility.  
Working on Proprioception (awareness of the position and movement of 
the body): easy balance poses like standing on one leg with closed eyes 
or walking from the back side of your mat to the front with eyes closed 
helps to create proprioception. 
Essential technique for Inversions: work on strengthening the neck 
and shoulders to get safely into the pose. Using the wall or pair up in a 
class to help each other into the pose. 
Themes that are working with Inversions: 

• “light up your crown chakra” stimulate the 7th chakra with the extra 
blood circulation in the head 

• “exploring hasta bandha” – the palms of your hands are also a lock. 
bring awareness to the palms during the class to set the base for 
your inversions. 
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Twists- transversal plane- rotation 
As Ardha Matsyendrasana, Revolved Side Angle Pose, Revolved Triangle 
Pose, Parivrtta Janu Sirsasana 
stretches: chest, and obliques 
Strenghtens: improves spinal mobility 
Prep Poses: twisted Childspose, Sukhasana with a twist, thread the 
needle in in Tabletop 
Essential technique for Twist: Lengthen through the spine and sucking 
the belly in before twisting creates more space. Keeping that length and 
repeat with every inhale and exhale.  
Themes that are working with Twists: 

• “Detox” - When you release your twist there will be a rush or fresh 
blood that will flood your digestive organs.  

• “wring out your Ego” – we are compressing & stimulating Manipura 
chakra in Twists. Letting go of expectations, letting go of Ego. 

 
 
What to do when you not feeling inspired? 
Emulation- borrow from your teachers!  
 
get some ideas when you don’t know what to say and how to cue. Go to 
Yoga classes, watch some videos and try it out how the cues and words 
feel like when you say them. 
Read a book that makes you genuinely happy and connected to humanity 
and highlight every beautiful passage. New teachers may feel like this is 
not the place to begin but as you find themes that resonates with your 
class emulation is an incredibly helpful starting point, not only because of 
tidbits that may stick forever but also because you will very quickly notice 
what is not your style. Find your own style. 
Copy phrases and practice your words until you believe them until it 
sounds to you authentic. 
Here are some books I love to read: 
“teaching yoga beyond the Pose” – Alexandra Desiato& Sage Rountree 
“be here now” Ram Das 
“Adiyogi- the source of Yoga” Sadhguru 
“Inner Engineering” Sadhguru 
 
 
I know, teaching online classes now brings up other difficulties and it is 
very different then teaching in Person.  
If you have any other questions you want to discuss, that not was getting 
covered either in the live workshop or here, if you need more support in 
your teaching please let me know. Don’t hesitate to contact me.  
You find here the recording of our workshop. 
Thank you so much for being a part of the journey. 
I would love to hear how your teaching goes. Love& Light, Celine 


